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Presidents Report
Grant
Well... Surprise...Spring has really Sprung.
If you haven’t noticed you must still be
tucked away in your workshop beavering
away on that new project I suspect.
There’s been wind, rain, cold, hot and
pretty much everything else in between in
these last few weeks, so it’s been a real mixed bag when it comes to
flying. I managed a day away down at the Large Model rally in Taupo
and a good part of the final Cambridge club open fly in at their club field
last weekend. Both events had lovely flying conditions and a good
amount of flying for myself and everyone else taking part. On the
building build, the new Seagull Funky Cub float plane started off with a
hiss and a roar, but has been a little slow progressing due to other
commitments, hopefully October will be a little more productive with
the target date being Nov 4th for our final float plane day for 2018
(Venue: Lake D). Fingers crossed!

Cambridge Fun Fly Participants
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September’s club day was the Multi task day out the HMAC club field.
The weather was a little overcast and windy which seemed to dampen
enthusiasm for the event a little, with everyone seemingly keener just to
do their own thing. None the less, we did run one task which was the 2
minute flight “without a timer”. The task was to take off, guess your
flight time as near to 2 minutes as possible and land again. A little birdy
suggested there may have been a little bit of enterprising time
management going on, but without proof it would be wrong of me to
single anyone out.....but a couple of beeps coming from a transmitter
suspiciously close to the 2 minute mark did raise a little suspicion and a
quiet disqualification ;-) Anyway, we had seven entries in total with no
one being told their time until the results came out. Topping out in first
place was Ben Moore, followed by Sel Melville with Lyndon Perry &
myself tied for third equal. Our guessing of two minutes was at best
‘pretty average’, but overall, a quick, fun and easy event to take part in.
This coming months Club Day flying event is to be a
Radian/Glider/Vintage Fun Fly with BBQ sausages for lunch. We will
be organising a couple of low key competitions in the morning with
these models, just to add some excitement whilst keeping our 400ft limit
in check. As always the field will be open for all other club flying as
well, so if you don’t have one of the above models, then there’s nothing
stopping you from flying anyway.
Septembers Club night was well attended with most of our regulars
turning up to hear Chris & Colleen Tynan talk about and show
photo’s/video from their recent trip to the EAA Oshkosh Airshow in the
USA. The Airshow presentation was excellent with additional photo’s
from the Air Museums they visited along the way on their long drive to
the show, crossing the width of America from LA to Oshkosh (which
lies north of Chicago). Thanks for a great show guy’s. We also had our
usual club night entertainment including a report from Frazer on his
Scale Aerobatic aircraft build and also club reports and photo’s from the
month gone by.
Octobers Club night action is our annual Buy-Sell-Swap meeting. Now's
the time to rummage through your workshop and sort out that stuff that
you just never think you will get to build, and all those bits and pieces
that just don't get use anymore. Bring it all along on the night so that
hopefully someone else can be the proud new owner. If you don't have
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anything to sell though, make sure you've got a pocketful of cash so you
don't miss out on those bargains on the tables. As in previous years,
HMAC will not be handling any cash, so please make sure you bring
sufficient money or a cheque book to cover any purchases you may
make. Purchases and sales are strictly between you and the buyer or
seller respectively. I hope to have the doors open a little after 7.15pm, so
I will see you there with yours arm full.
Daylight Savings has now kicked off bringing with it the opportunity for
some after work ‘evening flying’ over the next six months. That means
we are promoting our Wednesday night flying again for those that can
make it along. We may even crank up the BBQ on one or two nice
Wednesday evenings closer to summer for a bit of a pre-dinner snack.
Right now’s the time to sort out that model that will fit in the back of the
car nearly assembled and then head straight out to the field after work
for a fly. Join us for a bit of fun on the next (and every) fine Wednesday
evening and make the most of the longer evening hours, see you there.
Cambridge MAC update: The latest news it that CMAC may be able to
continue flying at its current site until Dec 1st in order to allow them
some extra time looking for a new flying site. We will keep you posted
on their progress.
Well that’s all I have for you this month, Daylight Saving has
started...Yippeeeeee

Cambridge Club Fun Fly September
Gordon

A good number of Hamilton club members crossed to Cambridge on
Sunday 23rd. September for what could be the last flying event on that
site. As most will be aware the current tenancy has come to an end
which is a shame to lose such a good site that is handy to town and has a
900ft. height limit making it excellent for gliding, aerobatics, etc.
However don’t count your chickens too soon as there is a possibility that
it may yet be able to be retained. Watch this space!
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However, on the 23rd. the weather turned out brilliant – warm and calm.
The pilots rocked up and soon were flying all number of models. I had a
bit of a bad start to the day when my ¼ scale Decathalon decided to go
free flight on landing finals and thought it would head off toward the
hills. Pile of kindling was the result. Cause unknown.... Ah well, that’s
aeromodelling for you!
The club put on a great BBQ for lunch which was appreciated by all.
Hungry work this flying business!
A number of gliders were flown with some good thermals reported,
some commenting that it was harder to get the models down than it was
to get them up!

Gordon’s Big Drastik in the foreground ready for towing
In the afternoon Grant and I did some aero-towing with Grant’s
Graupner glider and my Drastik. The towing and glider went really well
without any dramas at all. We towed numerous times to about 900 ft.
which was achieved in about 30 seconds of towing at part throttle so no
problems there.
Stan’s Tiger moth was performing well at the hands of Stan & Grant, it
looks impressive in the air.
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Phil had a novel homemade launching dolly for his Red Bull glider
which still needs a few mods but is looking very promising. Can’t wait
to see it fully functional.
Brendon was flying several models but also had a very quick EDF jet
which was scorching up the sky. It looked very good once it was up to
flying speed. The launch is always the tricky bit with EDF jets.

A Real Jet
There were a number of vintage models there which were reveling in the
conditions.
Also of course there were a few bad luck stories with motors playing up,
coming adrift, etc., etc. the usual fare for a busy day at the field!
All in all, a great day with good friends.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Westland Lysander
Alan Rowson

I have just finished the Westland Lysander. This model is a Seagull ARF
kit.
I had an EMS B25 which I built a number of years ago and had all
servos retracts and 2 OS 70 four stroke motors.
Warren was wanting me to sell him it then he offered a straight swap for
the Lysander so a swap was arranged. The Lysander had all the servos
and a 52cc petrol motor already installed.
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The Lysander is
quite a large model
with
118in
wingspan and 71in
in
length. The
weight
of
this
model is around
22ibs or 10 kgs and
has a 52cc FTS
petrol motor.
The CG is 27mm
forward of the
leading edge and
the kit came with
two pieces of plywood that are attached to the wing joiner then at the
correct place you tie a string through each hole and lift it up .I did this
and thinking I would need a heap of lead up front but it balanced without
any weight needed. Thank goodness, there is just a slight nose down
which I prefer.
Gordon Meads
came around on
Monday morning
and sorted out all
the controls with
the Futaba 16SG
radio set and
everything
is
working ok.
Now just waiting
for a test flight.
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The Hawker Tomtit
Bruce Pickering
Following the First World War, Sopwith Aviation Company went
bankrupt. In 1920 their test pilot, Harry Hawker, and three others bought
the assets and formed HG Hawker Engineering. During the next eight
years, their production output was prodigious, with 13 different aircraft
leading up to the Tomtit. Like the Tomtit, they were all named after
birds, with the odd exception of the Hedgehog(!), a project that was
cancelled soon after test flights were completed. (Ornithology lesson #1:
The Tomtit is a diminutive little songbird found in many variants all
over the world.)

The Tomtit made its maiden flight in January 1929. Although reputed to
be a delightful aircraft to fly, its complex construction and high cost
meant that it was never ordered in large numbers. Only 30 were built—
25 for the RAF, which declared them obsolete after 3 years, and 5 for
civilian buyers. The several privately owned aircraft remained in use
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well into the post-war period. The last airworthy Tomtit, G-AFTA, is
now owned by the Shuttleworth Collection.
The aircraft employed Hawker’s new metal construction system, with a
tubular steel and duralumin framework. Wing spars were what they
called the “dumbbell” type, being two hexagonal metal tubes, with a
sheet web between. The upper wings were fitted with Handley Page
automatic slots and provision was made in the cockpit for full blind
flying. Both cockpits were well clear of the main wings, making it safer
to bail out if necessary. While civil versions were fitted with the Cirrus
Hermes inline engine, most had the 150hp Armstrong Siddeley
Mongoose IIIC five-cylinder radial engine. With an 8.7m wingspan, an
all-up weight of 794 kg and a maximum speed of 200kph, it wasn’t the
sprightliest of aircraft. Although its service ceiling was supposed to be
6000m (20,000ft), it took over 14 minutes to reach 3000m (10,000ft).
That second 3000m would have taken ages!

Many older modellers will remember the Veron kitsets produced mid
last century. The instructions with their 52inch Tomtit kit says: “This
choice of model was principally because it was the only Hawker Biplane
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with both upper and lower wings with the same planform...It also has a
good tail moment arm, ample tail areas and, unlike so many ‘vintage’
type aircraft, a well placed undercarriage in relation to centre of gravity,
giving exceptional ground control on both take-off and landing, so
obviating ground loops. The low ground angle and good nose moment
arm also enhances this stability...” Having built two of them over the
years, I and others can attest to this description. It’s an ideal model for
elderly gentlemen who need time on their side to keep ahead of the
aircraft!
So the time came when I decided that the 52in model was not big
enough. One built to one and a half times would be much better. Warren
Setters kindly arranged for some drawings, enlarged to 78in (1980mm).
Construction is simple, although two built up wings stretches building
time somewhat. I made the undercarriage more scale-like by notching
the bottom wing leading edge–fuselage connection, to allow for spring
loaded compression struts to be fitted permanently to the fuselage.
Otherwise they would have to be connected to the bottom of the wing.
The original drawings showed larger than scale tail areas—hence the
easy handling—so I reduced them a little, to be more scale-like without
sacrificing flight characteristics.
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Finding the right type of wheels at the required size and cost turned out
to be a problem, so I decided to make my own. Initially I considered
turning them out of solid plywood, but that would be heavy. So instead, I
turned up a set of cone shaped plywood dies, male and female. Then
with five layers of veneer and glue placed between the dies it was simply
a matter of closing the lot up in clamps. The inside face of the wheel is
flat, so ordinary ply was suitable. Then I turned up a hub and rim to fit
between the two faces and glued the lot together. They turned out quite
light and strong. For tyres, I obtained some 20mm diameter round foam
sealing strip; when cut slightly undersized and glued with CA they
slipped onto the wheels nicely. So far they have worked well—the
model lands so sedately that the wheels don’t have to work very hard.
Probably the thing I dislike most about building biplanes is making and
fitting the cabanes and interplane struts (cabanes are a bane, you might
say). But it’s really just a matter of time and fiddling—plenty of time
and lots of fiddling! Six struts require 12 connection points, and the idea
of installing that many screws and nuts each time I assembled the model
was not appealing. So, having fitted the required mounting tabs in the
wings, I opted for simple Z-bends to hold the top of the struts. I soldered
nuts to the bottom tabs; so I only have to install 6 screws to complete the
fitting, resulting in fairly quick wing assembly and disassembly.
Covered in Koverall, it started to look pretty good and I was quite
pleased with it; but then I ran into trouble. My usual finishing method,
acrylic lacquer, is beginning to be very expensive, so I looked for an
alternative. Some say water based house paint is best; others tout the use
of spray can enamels. After much reading I went for Rustoleum spray
cans, recommended by many on the internet. As advertised, the coverage
is excellent. However the claim to be “fast drying” is not the way I
would describe it.
Three weeks later the paint was still tacky. After another two weeks plus
a 10 day trip to Sydney (that is, my trip to Sydney not the Tomtit’s) it
was finally good to handle. Yeah, so it was mid-winter and the air was
cold and damp, but I have to say this experience gave me a whole new
insight into the expression “watching paint dry.” I didn’t realise I had
been so spoilt using lacquer all this time. Still, I learned some lessons.
Will I use spray cans again? Probably, given the cost, providing that I
can be sure I will live long enough to see the paint dry! I will not use this
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brand again though. I wasn’t sure what colours to paint it, the
Shuttleworth one is solid dark blue, which I thought might be difficult to
see. Warren insisted that I should paint it silver—so I did, with red turtle
deck and fin. I used chrome paint for the cowling.
So how does it fly? Just the way it should—what more can I say?

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Wanted:
I am trying to get a plan & build manual for a Topflite Gold Edition
Beechcraft Bonanza kit.....
61 to 120 size engine 1/5th scale I have the kit but no instructions.
Thankyou.....Regards Allan Ward.
If your able to help Allan out please contact him at the following address:
mirajmusick@gmail.com
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Borrowed
from
Frazers
Scale
Aerobatic news Updates(Last month)
Huge milestone this weekend, the motor is on and aligned. Not a 5 min
job but it’s done now. The good old “gravity” method ... you just need a
large front door entrance to your house !!! (by the way, if u do try this,
lock the front door. If the Mrs decides to go shopping, and she bowls out
the front door ... Bugger!)If you look at the pics you might see I’ve
rubber mounted the motor dome to the fuselage. Baldrick had a big old
bag of Scale Aviation Rubber mounts that we used to use in the late 90’s
to help with vibration. Not sure why we went away from this method,
perhaps because of ARF’s. Anyway we shall see how it goes. We can
always revert back and hard mount the engine if we need to. I’m
interested to see if it reduces a bit of fuse vibration noise. Plus it should
be good for Servos.
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Taupo Large Model Rally
Grant
Taupo MAC hosted the LMANZ rally over the weekend of 15-16Th
Sept at their Club field at Centennial Park. Flanked by the Motorsport
park on one side and the Taupo Gliding Club on the back side, this is a
nice large flying field with good room to hoon around. Gordon Meads,
Alan Rowson and myself ventured down on the Saturday for some great
flying weather, calm, hot & sunny. There was a good turnout from most
of the usual large model fraternity, but nothing much there that we
hadn’t seen before I suspect. That was except for Tony Withy from New
Plymouth who turned up with a beautifully finished Beechcraft T-6C
Texan II done in the New Zealand RNZAF colour scheme, an all black
beauty.

Tony Withy with his Beechcraft T-6C Texan II
The model hadn’t been test flown, so Tony had to wait until the rally
flying was officially closed for the day before he could try it out. The
model sported a Gas-Turbine engine which I know very little about, but I
can say it sounded just like the real full-size engine, a fantastic sound!
The model took off fairly easily and flew around with plenty of power
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before being brought back to earth. The test flight was a little lumpy, but
overall I suspect this will be a lovely flying aircraft once all the
appropriate control throws are sorted and Tony gets familiar with it. The
other notable event for the day was the loss of Colin Austins beautiful
Twin Beechcraft D18 after it suffered a single engine failure through the
flight. Colin fought to get it back to the strip but unfortunately it
succumbed to the death spiral many twin engine model aircraft suffer
and there was
no
coming
back. This left
a knot in our
stomachs
watching such
a magnificent
aircraft
meeting
its
end.
A sad end to a fantastic aircraft !
Otherwise the days flying was as we would hope, just a lot of good fun
flying. I flew my Piper Super Cub attempting to wear out one wheel at a
time. Gordon flew his Airtractor leaving smoke trails everywhere and his
Cessna 337 Skymaster whilst Alan mostly flew his Seagull DH Moth.
(below)
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Gordon loves making smoke

Parting Shot:
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Coming Events 2018
October 2018






HMAC Club Night Meeting: Buy Sell Swap
October 10, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
HMAC Club Day:
October 14, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
Vintage Contest and Rally
October 20 and 21, 2018 9:30am - @ Airail MAC, 299 Native Road,
Pukekawa
RC Pylon and Racing Series
October 28, 2018 - @Airsail MAC, 299 Native Road, Pukekawa

November 2018









Anything Scale Rally
November 3 and 4, 2018 - @Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
HMAC Float Plane Day
November 4, 2018 @ Lake D (date confirmed)
HMAC Club Night Meeting
November 14, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
HMAC Club Day
November 11, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
Vintage Contest and Rally
November 24 and 25, 2018 9:30am - @Thames Blackfeet field, Torehape
Road East, Ngatea
RC Pylon and Racing Series
November 18, 2018 - @Airsail MAC, 299 Native Road, Pukekawa
Glider Aero Tow Event
November 23 -25, 2018 -@Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)

Flight Lines Deadlines 2018
November Bulletin – 2 November 2018

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Official newsletter of the
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc.
P.O. Box 1333, Hamilton
Website: www.hamiltonmac.org.nz
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